Volunteers: Jodie Moore, Paul Moore, Chrissy Pool, Carol Thompson, Shelley Scott-Jones, Carolyn Maillard, Wes Maillard, Alexis Larson, Marissa Pool, John Shaw, Jean Shaw, Cassandra Roberts, Chris Roberts, Sam Duval, Mary Jose, Karen Giroux

FHA 100

Perpetual Horsemanship: Stephanie Bishop
Best Arabian or ½ Arab: Sherry Moseley/SES Dreamweaver
Best Registered: Jackie Baker/ SA Csea Mistral
Best Unregistered: Maria Florkeiwicz/Majeco
Best Rookie: Kim Minarich
Best Horse and Rider Combo: Stephanie Sutch/GHP Baile Hill
Best Senior Rider: Norma Caron
High Point FHA Member: Stephanie Bishop
Mel Viles Hard Luck Award: Jewel Griffin

Grand Champion: Stephanie Bishop/Jasper’s Magique Man (99)
Reserve Champion: Maria Florkeiwicz/Majeco (98.25)
1st LW Sherry Moseley/SES Dreamweaver (98.25)
2nd LW Kim Minarich/Maggie Mae (97.5)

1st MW Stephanie Sutch/GHP Baile Hill (97.5)
2nd MW Maris Ramsay/AM Bright Brighella (97)
3rd MW Norma Caron/Frenchify (85.75)

1st Driver Jackie Baker/ SA Csea Mistral (96.5)

FHA 25

Horsemanship: 1st Alex Marx, 2nd Lindsay Clark, 3rd Leah Greenleaf
Best Trail Horse: Lindsay Clark/Bullseye Badger

Grand Champion: Robin Malkasian/Bryhill Sophy (99.125)
Reserve Champion: Kathy Adams/Basfire (99)
1st LW Madeleine O’Connor/Turtle (98.75)
2nd LW Sherry Hass/Oliver (97.75)
3rd LW Alex Marx/Fiona(92)
4th LW Ruthann Pivirotto/Zeefa’s Masterpiece Gun (89)
5th LW Pat Robinson/Memphis (89)
6th LW Donna Normand/Saj (80.5)

1st MW Lindsay Clark/Bullseye Badger (98.5)
2nd MW Karen Grioux/Roy (97.5)
3rd MW Leah Greenleaf/Hailey’s Comet (95.25)
4th MW Butch Duval/Mac (95)
5th MW Verena Stock/Spotless Summer Magic (88.875)
6th MW Donna Shoaf/Baska (74.125)

1st Driver Kim Huck/Gandalf Staff (95.25)